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i
1 Abstract1
Since recent years governmental legislation and consumer de-2
mands are driving the development of more energy efficient road3
vehicles. One of the aspects considered when increasing ef-4
ficiency is the aerodynamic performance of the vehicle. The5
focus of this paper is on side wind effects on drag on a vehicle6
with tapered rear extensions. For this, numerical simulations7
are analysed using post-processing techniques such as Proper8
Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) and Two-point correlation.9
The extensions protrude 150mm from the perimeter of the base10
and are investigated in two configurations: with a smooth taper11
and with an added kick, which realigns the perimeter base flow12
to the vehicle’s driving direction.13
As the incoming flow angle is increased drag increases for the in-14
vestigated angles. The smooth extensions provide the greatest15
drag improvement at 0°-yaw while the extensions with a kick16
yield addition benefit at yaw, effectively reducing the vehicles17
drag sensitivity to side wind. A large scale twisting motion is18
present at yaw for the baseline and smooth extensions configu-19
rations which is reduced when adding a kick to the extension.20
Keywords21
Tapered extensions, Yaw, Drag, Unsteady, Wake, POD22
2 Introduction23
As part of the global efforts towards a sustainable society,24
OEMs are working on solutions to decrease emissions and in-25
crease the energy efficiency of road vehicles. Stricter emission26
targets, electric vehicle range and increased consumer demand27
are all driving factors in this development. The dominant28
source of resistance for a vehicle driving on a flat road at speeds29
above 80 km/h is the aerodynamic drag [1]. Reducing aerody-30
namic drag has become increasingly important with increasing31
road speeds and regenerative braking. This is reflected in the32
new standardised driving cycle WLTP which, compared to the33
previous driving cycle NEDC, puts more emphasis on the en-34
ergy loss due to aerodynamic drag [2].35
Road vehicles are considered bluff bodies, and as such are char-36
acterised by massively separated wakes dominated by pressure37
drag. The pressure drag is largely dependent on the pressure38
difference between the front and rear end. To reduce the pres-39
sure difference, the rear end of road vehicles has been, and40
continues to be, an area of development and research. Different41
devices and methods have been tested to alter the wake flow42
and aid in the pressure recovery. Examples of such devices are:43
cavities, ventilated cavities, boat tailing flaps, passive bleed,44
short rear end tapers, vortex generators, synthetic jets, side45
skirts and blowing techniques [3–12]. The focus of this paper46
is on the wake flow features of a road vehicle with tapered rear47
end extensions, with and without an additional flow aligning48
feature referred to as a kick.49
In a previous study, using the same vehicle geometry as in this50
investigation, Sebben et al. [13] found a reduction in the un-51
steady surface pressure fluctuations when adding the exten-52
sions. Other authors have also reported a reduction in the53
unsteadiness of the wake using similar geometrical modifica-54
tions [3, 14]. Perry [15] investigated the wake characteristics55
on a simplified vehicle body for varying top and bottom tapers56
using particle image velocimetry. The lowest drag was found57
for a 16◦ top taper and a 6◦ bottom taper, yielding a balanced58
wake which impinged near half the base height. In the study59
several configurations were investigated and it was noted that60
the velocity magnitude within the wake was larger for the con-61
figuration with lowest drag compared to the baseline. Perry62
et al. investigated the wake closure point, size and the kinetic63
energy within the wake; however, no clear connection to drag64
was found.65
This work further investigates the unsteady wake, for a vehicle66
with extensions, using velocity fields in three wake planes as67
well as unsteady surface pressure measurements from numeri-68
cal simulations. The results are analysed in straight and yawed69
flow conditions using spectral methods and Proper Orthogonal70
Decomposition (POD). POD is a modal decomposition tech-71
nique and has been used to investigate fluid flows and extract72
turbulent structures [13, 16]. The investigation is performed73
for three geometrical configurations: without extensions, refer-74
enced to as the baseline (A); with smooth tapered extensions75
(B) and tapered extensions with kick, (C). All three geomet-76
rical configurations are investigated in 0°, 2.5° and 5.0° yaw77
representing a continuous side wind condition.78
3 Methodology79
The geometry and the numerical procedure including post pro-80
cessing techniques are described in this section.81
3.1 Geometry82
The test object used in this study is a modified version of a83
Volvo XC60 AWD, which has been used in previous studies84
[13, 17, 18]. The full size, fully detailed geometry features ad-85
ditional underbody panels as shown in Figure 1. The additional86
underbody panels were added to improve the flow quality from87
under the vehicle to the wake. The upper and lower grille are88
closed for all configurations. The extensions are placed at the
Figure 1: Underbody with additional panels coloured in yellow.
89
base, tangential to the vehicle body following the existing cur-90
vature. The taper is increased by approximately 5° compared91
to the vehicles original taper of approximately 10°. They are92
150 mm long where the last 50 mm of the extensions with a93
kick is pointing in the freestream direction as shown in Figure94
2. The extensions cover the top and sides of the vehicle which95
can be seen in Figure 3. The configurations will heron be called:96
baseline, A, smooth extensions, B, and extensions with a kick97
C.
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Figure 2: Close-up of the extensions with measurements in [mm].
Roof drop and extension angle are referenced to the horizon.
98
1
Figure 3: Rear view of the smooth extensions, configuration B
3.2 Numerical set-up99
The numerical simulations were performed using Star-CCM+,100
which is a Finite Volume Method (FVM) CFD solver. The tur-101
bulence is modelled using a hybrid RANS-LES, two equation102
Improved Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (IDDES) SST103
k-ω turbulence model. A 2nd-order temporal and spatial dis-104
cretization scheme is used where the gradients are computed105
using a hybrid Gauss-Least Squares method (Hybrid-LSQ). All106
simulations are run incompressible at 100 km/h. The resulting107
Reynolds number is approximately 3× 106 based on the vehicle108
length.109
The timestep used is 2.5 × 10−4s, giving a Courant number110
of less than 1 in the majority of the domain. The number of111
inner iterations between timesteps is set to 7. The convergence112
within inner iterations was investigated in two points in the113
wake shear layer were the velocity was monitored. The flow114
reached convergence for the investigated points where the last115
2-3 inner iterations showed little to no change in the monitored116
values. The timestep size was investigated by reducing it to117
1.0 × 10−4s, showing less than 0.001 ∆CD, or 0.3 % difference118
in drag between the timesteps.119
Each case is comprised of approximately 130× 106 hexahedral120
dominant cells where regions such as the wake shear layer, mir-121
rors and underbody are refined. The majority of the car exte-122
rior and underbody panels, which are facing the external flow,123
have 12 prism layers spanning 8mm with a first cell height of124
0.015mm resulting in a y+ < 1 as required by the wall treat-125
ment. The resulting growth ratio in the near wall prism is 1.6126
which, as investigated by Hobeika et al. [19], was found to be127
adequate using a similar numerical setup, mesh resolution and128
Reynolds number. The wheel geometry is smooth and deformed129
to represent a loaded tire. The wheel rotation is modelled as130
a rotating wall with Moving Reference Frame (MRF) zones in131
the spokes, following the same setup as in [13].132
The mesh resolution in the separated wake region was evalu-133
ated using two-point correlation of the longitudinal velocities.134
According to Davidson [20], the energy spectra, as well as the135
resolved turbulent kinetic energy ratio, are poor measures of136
LES resolution. A better alternative was found to be a two-137
point correlation where the number of correlated cells give an138
indication of the mesh resolution. This will be further explained139
in section 3.3.3. Two-point correlation for twenty points was
Figure 4: Location of three investigated lines
140
performed on the centerline plane for the baseline configuration141
without yaw. The plane and three of the investigated locations142
can be seen in Figure 4. The reference cell used for the correla-143
tion is the cell located closest to the vehicle body for each line.144
Each investigated point showed similar trends as seen in Figure145
5, with more than twenty cells correlated in the downstream146
direction. Davidson [20] concluded that coarse LES preferably
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Figure 5: Normalised two-point correlation 100mm behind the vehi-
cle
147
contained more than eighth correlated cells, which was fulfilled148
for each investigated point. The smallest cells in the wake plane149
in Figure 4 have and edge length of 6 mm.150
The computational domain is made to replicate open road con-151
ditions. The dimensions are base on the vehicle length, l, with152
the tunnel being 18.5l long, 4.3l tall and 6.5l wide with the inlet153
placed 5.5l upstream of the vehicle, see Figure 6. The left wall154
of the domain, in the driving direction, is an inlet boundary155
condition and the right side an outlet boundary condition to156
simulate side wind.157
The velocity magnitude is kept constant for all yaws as to not158
introduce additional energy to the flow while the driving speed159
is kept constant at 100km/h. Unsteady pressure data was saved
18.5l6.5l
4.8l
Figure 6: Computational domain
160
on the base and on three planes in the wake of the vehicle,161
Figure 7. All planes begin 100mm behind the vehicle with the162
y-normal plane positioned on the centerline and the z-normal163
plane positioned on the halfway point between the roof and164
underbody. The three velocity components were saved on the165
wake planes in addition to the pressure. All unsteady data166
is sampled at 1000 Hz, which is shown to be large enough for167
converge POD results of the largest modes, see section 3.3.2.
X Y
Z
Figure 7: Wake planes where transient data is collected
168
The flow field and forces were averaged for 3 s after the flow169
had developed, resulting in 15 vehicle flow passages. A run-170
2
ning average was performed for all investigated configurations,171
showing less than 1 drag count difference to the mean over the172
last 0.5s when averaging for 3s. This was investigated fur-173
ther for the baseline case at 0°-yaw showing the same trend174
for longer averaging times, see Figure 8. The results in this175
work is are presented in terms of counts where 1 drag count176
is 0.001Cd. The values in Figure 8 are presented in reference177
to the mean with the dotted lines indicating the ±1CD counts178
interval. Even though the disturbances in the force were below
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Figure 8: Running average of drag
179
one count for the last 0.5 s when averaging for 3 s, longer av-180
eraging times were used to gather additional transient data for181
the 0°- and 5.0°-yaw cases. The transient data was saved for182
12 s to capture a sufficient amount of low frequency events to183
be used in the temporal post-processing.184
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Figure 9: Delta-delta coefficient of drag change. CFD vs wind tunnel.
With this numerical setup, the predicted drag change between185
configurations is on average within ±2 counts of experiments186
as shown in Figure 9. The predicted drag change difference187
between CFD and wind tunnel experiments for configuration188
B −A, ∆∆B−A, would be defined as189
∆∆B−A = (CdB − CdA)CFD − (CdB − CdA)Test. (1)
Additionally, the trend for each configuration or flow condition190
was predicted correctly. In other words, the sign of the drag191
change due to yaw or configuration changes, in CFD, consis-192
tently matched test results for all investigated configurations.193
The experimental data is taken from [13].194
3.3 Post-processing195
3.3.1 Local drag196
The aerodynamic drag of an object can be calculated by apply-197
ing the momentum equation to a control volume surrounding198
the object. The control volume should be selected large enough199
so that only the wake plane is affected by the object and the200
flow is assumed incompressible [21]. With the aforementioned201
assumptions, the drag can be expressed as202
CDA =
∫
Ω
[
∂Vx
∂t
]
dΩ +
∫
S
[
(CPtot∞ − CPtot) +
−
(
1− Vx
V∞
)2
+
(
V 2y + V 2z
V 2∞
)
+ τxx
]
dS
(2)
where Ω and S are the volume and wake surface integral, re-203
spectively. Note that this is an instantaneous measure and it’s204
often of interest to look at the time averaged results. By time205
averaging eq. (2), the volume integral goes to zero. Remem-206
bering that the time average of a square term is defined as207
ξ2 = lim
T→∞
1
T
T0+T∫
T0
ξ2(t)dt = ξ2 +
>
0
2ξξ
′
+ ξ′2 = ξ2 + ξ′2 (3)
where ξ is a flow variable such as pressure or velocity, ξ′ denotes208
the fluctuating part and ξ is the time average. From equation209
(3) it can be see that each nonlinear term leads to additional210
terms. The additional terms are usually omitted by assuming211
steady flow [22]. Neglecting to include the unsteady terms when212
calculating the drag from a wake plane resulted in an overpre-213
diction of drag by as much as 20% for the vehicle used in this214
study. Lastly, the viscous term in equation (2), τxx, is usually215
omitted as it is small compared to the other terms. In this216
work, the viscous term is orders of magnitude smaller than any217
other term and is therefore omitted. The total time-averaged218
drag can then be expressed in a wake plane as219
CDA =
∫
S
[
(CPtot∞ − CPtot)−
(
1− Vx
V∞
)2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Profile drag
+
+
(
V 2y + V 2z
V 2∞
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Crossflow drag
]
dS
(4)
where CPtot refers to the total pressure coefficient and the sub-220
script∞ denotes the freestream value. Equation 4 can be solved221
for in a simplified form, without any crossflow terms. By sub-222
stituting the total pressure with static and dynamic pressure223
the crossflow trems cancel.224
CDA =
∫
S
[
−CP − 2
(
V 2x
V 2∞
− Vx
V∞
)]
dS. (5)
The drag computed by the local drag equation contains a con-225
tribution from the ground which in this case was found to be226
small, approximately −2 CD counts.227
The last term in the local drag equation, equation (4), has been228
commonly referred to as the lift induced- or vortex drag term;229
however, Wu [23] recognised that this term is not solely com-230
prised of lift induced- or vortex drag, since the flow contributing231
to the third term can exist without causing lift or being part of232
a vortex. Therefore the last term in eq. (4) will heron be called233
the crossflow drag. The local drag equation has been used to234
quantitatively and qualitatively investigate road vehicle wakes235
by several authors, some examples are [6, 18, 24–29]. The local236
drag equation can be advantageous to use since it’s directly re-237
lated to the drag and allows for visual inspection of the losses238
in the flow.239
3.3.2 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition240
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is a modal decom-241
position technique which has been used in research to extract242
information about time varying turbulent flows. A brief de-243
scription of the technique is introduced here. It’s assumed that244
the flow can be decomposed as245
X(r, t) =
m∑
i=1
ai(t)φi(r) (6)
3
where φi(r) is the i-th POD mode and ai(t) is the mode coeffi-
cients containing the temporal information. X is the space and
time dependent flow variables arranged as
X =

x1,t1 x1,t2 . . . x1,tm
x2,t1 x2,t2 . . . x2,tm
...
...
. . .
...
xn,t1 xn,t2 . . . xn,tm

with n data points and m snapshots. In this work, the matrix246
X contains the pressures on the base as well as pressures and247
velocities in the three wake planes. In all the presented results248
the POD mode of pressure is presented. The objective of POD249
is to find the basis vectors that optimally represent the data in250
a L2 sense. In other words, the method seeks to find the best251
representation of the original data using the least amount of252
modes. This can be solved by solving the eigenvalue problem253
Yψi = λiψi, Y = XXT (7)
where the modes are calculated as254
φi = Xψi
1√
λi
. (8)
This is often referred to as the classical POD method. Not-255
ing that XXT ∈ Rn×n, this method can quickly become pro-256
hibitively expensive if the number of cells is large and larger257
than the number of snapshots. The more common method used258
in fluid mechanics, where n > m, is the method of snapshots259
which solves the eigenvalue problem260
XTXψi = λiψi (9)
which is a smaller eigenvalue problem of size m×m. Note that261
this formulation assumes the data sampled in X to be on a262
equidistant mesh, for this investigation the mesh isn’t uniform.263
The cell volume should be included for non uniform sampling264
by replacing XTX with XTWX where W is a diagonal matrix265
containing the cell volume [30]. The temporal coefficients ai(t)266
are constructed as267
ai(t) =
√
λiψ
T
i (10)
In practice this can also be solved using a Singular Value De-268
composition (SVD)269
X = ΦΣΨT (11)
with the modes as, φi(r = Φ = [φ1, φ2, . . . φm] ∈ Rn×m and the270
coefficients as ai(t) = ΣΨT = [a1, a2, . . . am] ∈ Rm×m. More271
information about the POD method can be found in [16, 30].272
Mode convergence273
In order to determine if a sufficient amount of transient events274
are contained in the snapshot matrix X, the snapshot mode con-275
vergence was investigated. Muld et al. [30] suggest two metrics276
for investigating mode convergence, the orthogonality between277
modes and the L2-norm, with both methods giving good re-278
sults. Here the L2-norm is used to investigate the convergence279
of modes, and is defined as280
L2 = min (||φi,t − φi,end||, ||φi,t − (−φi,end)||) (12)
for the i-th modes. Each mode is normalised to length 1 before281
the comparison. φi,end is the i-th mode used for comparison,282
containing the snapshots for all 12 s. The minimum is used since283
the sign of each mode is not known. The mode is considered284
converged if the L2-norm approaches 0 before the last snapshot285
(the last snapshot is by definition 0). This means that adding286
additional snapshots does not change or add information to the287
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Figure 10: Snapshot mode convergence for the first ten modes.
modal decomposition. The snapshot convergence for the first288
10 modes are presented in Figure 10, for the baseline geometry289
at 0° yaw. Figure 10 indicates that the higher energy modes290
are converged after 11 s.291
In addition to the snapshot mode convergence rate, the sam-292
pling rate convergence was also investigated. The sampling rate293
convergence is computed the same way as for the snapshots,294
with the difference being the modes φi,t now represents modes295
calculated from a sub-sampled set of X. Each sub-sampled set296
contains the full 12 s. The results in Figure 11 indicate that
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Figure 11: Sampling rate mode convergence for the first ten modes.
297
a wavenumber of 0.5× 10−2s or, 200 Hz, is a sufficient sam-298
pling rate for the most energetic modes. The full sampling rate299
of 1000 Hz for 12 s was used for all investigations since ample300
storage and computing power was available.301
3.3.3 Two-point correlation302
Two-point correlation is used to evaluate if two spatially sepa-303
rated signals are temporally correlated. The two-point correla-304
tion for a flow variable ξ is expressed as305
Cξ(xA, xB) = ξ′(xA)ξ′(xB) (13)
where xA and xB are the spatial coordinates of interest and ξ′306
is a vector of the fluctuating flow variable ξ. The two point307
correlation is large and positive for two correlated signals in308
phase, large and negative for two correlated signals 180◦ out of309
phase and small for uncorrelated signals. A signal correlated310
with itself is the same as the RMS value of that signal squared.311
It can be convenient to normalise the two-point correlation to312
vary between −1 and 1. The normalised two-point correlation313
reads314
Cnormξ (xA, xB) =
1
ξ′RMS(xA)ξ′RMS(xB)
ξ′(xA)ξ′(xB) (14)
where315
ξ′RMS(x) =
(
ξ′2
) 1
2
. (15)
Both formulations of the two-point correlation are used in this316
paper.317
4
4 Results and Discussion318
The results for each configuration are presented and discussed319
in this section, with main focus on the 0°- and 5.0°-yaw cases.320
The 0°-yaw flow condition is presented and discussed first fol-321
lowed by 5.0°-yaw.322
The lowest drag configuration without side wind is the smooth323
extensions, B, while at yaw the extensions with kick, C, provide324
the lowest drag, seen in Figure 12. This is consistent with325
previous experimental findings [13]. The extensions with a kick326
reduce the drag increase seen from yaw, making the drag of the327
vehicle less sensitive to sidewind.
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Figure 12: Delta coefficient of drag relative to the baseline
328
4.1 0°-yaw329
As mentioned, Perry [15] did not find a clear connection be-330
tween drag and the wake closure point, size and the kinetic331
energy within the wake. However, impingement location and332
the balance of the recirculating region was reported as impor-333
tant factors linked to drag.334
In this study, the wake for configurations A and C have similar335
shapes with the recirculating flow vectors angled upward, Fig-336
ure 13. The impingement location is located closer to the top337
of the vehicle for these configurations. The recirculating flow338
vectors for configuration B are angled more horizontally and339
contain larger peak longitudinal velocities. It is believed that340
the combination of recirculating flow angle and wall normal ve-341
locity magnitude is important for the improved base pressure342
recovery observed on configuration B. However, further inves-343
tigations are needed before the observation can be generalised.344
The base impingement location is consistent with a region of345
higher pressure, observed in Figure 13 and 14. For configu-346
ration B, which has the highest mean base pressure, the flow347
impingement is located centrally on the base. The base pres-348
sures are qualitatively similar for configurations A and C with349
the largest differences located at the bumper. The bumper for350
configuration C sees an increased base pressure compared to351
the baseline, especially on the sides. This is probably due to352
the extensions shielding the lower part of the base from the353
wheel wake.354
The horizontal distance between the singular points for the time355
averaged top and bottom shear layers is smaller for configura-356
tion B. The smaller difference in base pressure on the wind-357
screen and bumper for configuration B is thought to be influ-358
enced by this distance.359
The extensions were further analysed by comparing the cross-360
flow term in the local drag equation, (4). Figure 15 shows361
the wake plane 100 mm behind the vehicle. Qualitatively, the362
smooth extensions, B, has areas of high crossflow which is re-363
duced around the perimeter when adding the kick; however,364
the baseline configuration has smaller areas of high crossflow365
compared to both B and C. This could be due to the tapering366
(a) A - Baseline
(b) B - Extensions smooth
(c) C - Extensions with kick
−10 −7.5 −5 −2.5 0 2.5 5 7.5 10
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Figure 13: Mean longitudinal velocity with velocity vectors. Time
averaged singular points are marked with a sphere.
of the extensions causing higher inflow velocities compared to367
the baseline.368
Since the entire wake plane is included in the local drag equa-369
tion, the wake plane integral value of crossflow was investigated.370
This was done in several downstream locations, seen in Figure371
16. While the qualitative investigation of the crossflow drag372
term indicated that the baseline has the lowest crossflow drag,373
the integral value is in fact larger for the baseline 100 mm be-374
hind the vehicle. The baseline configuration has the largest375
peak value which is also located closer to the base of the vehi-376
cle compared to B and C. The peak crossflow drag locations377
show no correlation with the wake closure points. The near378
wake and peak crossflow drag value for configuration C is the379
lowest, indicating that the kick aids in re-aligning the flow to380
the freestream direction. As it will be shown later, this is ben-381
eficial for yawed flow.382
This shows that, while the crossflow drag term can give an indi-383
cation of potential improvement areas in the wake, a qualitative384
investigation can be misleading when considering the integral385
value. Note that the local drag equation, eq. (4), can be solved386
for using only Vx and CP . The crossflow drag term cancels out387
if the equation is expanded by substituting the total pressure388
with static and dynamic pressure, as shown in equation (5).389
The RMS pressures were calculated for each configuration to390
investigate the difference in unsteadiness on the base surface.391
Physical tests by Duell et al., Sebben et al., Khalighi et al. [3,392
13, 14] have found that the use of base cavities or extensions393
decrease the base surface pressure fluctuations. Configuration394
B has the lowest base pressure fluctuations, especially at the395
center of the base area, which can be seen in Figure 17. The396
5
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Figure 14: Mean surface pressure coefficient
(a) A - Baseline (b) B - Ext. smooth (c) C - Ext. with kick
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Figure 15: Mean crossflow drag at the 100mm plane
extensions with a kick yield local reductions to the RMS base397
pressure; however, the majority of the surface sees a small in-398
crease in base pressure fluctuations compared to the baseline.399
It should be noted that the RMS base pressure are calculated400
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Figure 16: Crossflow drag over X. Marker for wake closure point.
Dotted vertical line indicates the 100mm location
for the full simulation frequency of 4000 Hz and thus contains401
fluctuations for a broad range of time scales.
(a) A - Baseline (b) B - Ext. smooth (c) C - Ext. with kick
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Figure 17: Base RMS pressure
402
Two-point correlation was performed for 33 locations dis-403
tributed across the base where one point was correlated to all404
other base surface cells. Figure 18 shows the two-point corre-405
lation for one of the investigated points, where the correlated406
reference, xA, is illustrated by a yellow sphere. Note that the407
two-point correlation isn’t normalised since the relative mag-408
nitudes between configurations is of interest. The magnitude
(a) A - Baseline (b) B - Ext. smooth (c) C - Ext. with kick
−2.5 0 2.5 ·10
−4
C2P [-]
Figure 18: Two-point correlation CCP ,CP (xA, xB)
409
of the two-point correlation is large for configuration B with410
a strong side to side symmetry. This large magnitude of the411
two-point correlation, together with the low base pressure fluc-412
tuations suggest that, even though the fluctuations are weak,413
the structure is coherent.414
Figure 19 shows the averaged Power Spectral Density (PSD)415
of the 5 largest POD modes where the Strouhal number (St)416
characteristic length is set to the square root of the frontal area.417
Configuration C has the smallest peaks and configuration B
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Figure 19: PSD of POD coefficients averaged over 5 largest POD
modes
418
the largest, which is consistent with the relative magnitudes of419
the two point correlation, Figure 18. This supports the previ-420
ous theory, that is, the wake of configuration B is comprised421
of structures that are more coherent than the other configu-422
rations. The modal energy, corresponding to Σ in equation423
(11), is plotted in Figure 20 where the modes have been nor-424
malised to the largest mode for all data sets. Note that Σ is not425
the kinetic energy since the POD input contains both velocity426
and pressure. Configuration C has the largest mode energy, for427
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Figure 20: Normalised energy of 50 largest modes
a given mode, and corresponds to a mode located in the top428
shear layer. This mode is shown in Figure 21 and has it’s peak
Figure 21: Configuration C. First POD mode, side view
429
frequency at St = 0.29. The first and second modes for config-430
uration C are both top shear layer modes with frequency peaks431
located at St = 0.29, the fourth and fifth modes are also located432
in the top shear layer with peaks at St = 0.57. The respective433
frequency peaks can be seen in Figure 19 which, as previously434
mentioned, contains the average PSD of the five largest modes.435
Figure 22 shows the fourth mode for configuration C and, due
Figure 22: Configuration C. Fourth POD mode, side view
436
to the location and frequency of the mode, is thought to be437
part of the same structure as found in the first and second438
modes. The shear layer modes are found in configurations A439
and B as well; however, the energy and relative positions vary.440
For configuration B the shear layer mode is strong in both the441
top and bottom, this suggests that the large energy containing442
fluctuations in the top and bottom shear layers are of similar443
importance.444
The first, second and forth modes for configuration B all show445
a strong side to side dependency. The forth mode for configu-446
ration B is illustrated in Figure 23 where the side to side anti-447
symmetry can be seen. For configuration B the first, second448
and fourth mode have peaks at Strouhal numbers 0.35, 0.3, 0.40449
respectively. Additionally a low frequency peak at St ≈ 0.1 is450
found for each side to side anti-symmetric mode. These low451
frequencies have typically been associated with a pumping mo-452
tion [13]; however, here no connection was found at 0°-yaw for453
the first ten modes. A pumping mode is observed at 5°-yaw for454
configuration A. Configuration B contains energetic modes455
with side to side anti-symmetry, which is consistent with the456
previously presented two-point correlation results, Figure 18.457
The frequencies at which the anti-symmetric modes were found458
varied for each configuration and also between modes, but were459
found in the range St = 0.3− 0.6.460
Figure 23: Configuration B. Fourth POD mode, top view
One of the drawbacks of Proper Orthogonal Decomposition is461
that each mode can contain a broad range of frequencies, an462
alternative method which extracts modes containing one fre-463
quency is Dynamic Mode Decomposition; however, selecting464
which modes are of high importance to the data-set is difficult465
[30]. The kick reduces the energy in the anti-symmetric modes,466
with the first anti-symmetric mode found at POD mode number467
seven.468
Consistent conclusions could not be drawn from the modal anal-469
ysis to it’s influence on drag. However, the following observa-470
tions could be made: (i) Strong modes with large peak fluctu-471
ations is not an indication of poor aerodynamic performance472
alone; in fact, configuration B has the largest modal peaks in473
the Power Spectral Diagram as well as several anti-symmetric474
modes, yet, has the lowest drag. (ii) The modal results sug-475
gest that configuration B could benefit from hindering the side476
to side interaction, and more so than the other configurations.477
The anti-symmetric or side to side wake movement has been478
linked to drag, Ahmed et al. [25] showed that the drag on a479
bluff body could be reduced by placing a vertical splitter plate480
along the symmetry line to hinder the side to side interaction481
in the wake.482
4.2 5.0°-yaw483
The results for the vehicle at 5.0°-yaw are presented in this484
section. In each figure, the windward side is on the left side of485
the vehicle in the driving direction. In other words, the side486
wind is moving from left to right in Figure 24. The local drag487
100 mm behind the vehicle reveals that the recirculating flow488
for configuration C is located centrally at the base, Figure 24.489
Configuration A and B have similar wake structures although
(a) A - Baseline (b) B - Ext. smooth (c) C - Ext. with kick
−0.3 −0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7
CDlocal [-]
Figure 24: Local drag
490
the perimeter of high losses has spread more for configuration491
A. This could in large part be due to the flow separating earlier492
for configuration A than B.493
Since the vehicle isn’t subjected to aerodynamically symmetri-494
cal conditions it is not fair to investigate the centerline wake495
structures between configurations, as it was done for 0°-yaw.496
Instead, a top view is used for the yawed configurations. The497
plane in Figure 25 is positioned in the area of high negative lo-498
cal drag for configuration A and B, Figure 24, which is located499
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(a) A - Baseline
(b) B - Extensions smooth
(c) C - Extensions with kick
−10 −7.5 −5 −2.5 0 2.5 5 7.5 10
V x [m/s]
Figure 25: Mean longitudinal velocity, top
approximately 0.4H from the ground with H being the total500
vehicle height. The lowest drag configuration at yaw, configu-501
ration C, is characterised by perpendicular recirculating flow,502
which can be seen in Figure 25.503
Figure 26 shows an improved pressure recovery for the exten-504
sions with a kick, especially at the windward side. The high505
pressure location is consistent with the negative local drag for506
each configuration.507
Figure 27 shows the crossflow drag overlain with velocity vec-508
tors for the wake plane 500 mm behind the vehicle. A large509
scale twisting motion of the wake is present for configurations510
A and B which is also seen for 2.5°-yaw. The kick on the exten-511
sions aid in reducing the twisting wake structure, resulting in an512
improved wake structure and lower drag. For configuration C,513
the large rotation is replaced by two smaller rotating structures514
which moves the base impinging positing upward and closer to515
the centerline. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 28516
for configurations B and C. It is believed that the large scale517
rotation is hindering base pressure recovery while also consum-518
ing energy.519
Time dependent post-processing was also done for the yawed520
flow condition revealing similar trends as for 0°-yaw, albeit dif-521
fering between configurations. The RMS base pressure fluctu-522
ations are reduced for configuration C on the windward side523
and close to the impingement location of the recirculating flow524
compared to configurations A and B.525
(a) A - Baseline
(b) B - Extensions smooth
(c) C - Extensions with kick
−0.3 −0.2 −0.1 0
CP [-]
Figure 26: Mean surface pressure coefficient
(a) A - Baseline (b) B - Ext. smooth (c) C - Ext. with kick
0 0.05 0.1 0.15
CDcross [-]
Figure 27: Mean crossflow drag with velocity vectors, 500mm behind
the vehicle
However, the two-point correlation at yaw did not reveal the526
same strong symmetry as previously seen at 0°-yaw, for any527
of the 33 investigated points. The two-point correlation does,528
however, show a larger positively correlated area for all config-529
urations. The correlation is weakened by the extensions, espe-530
cially when combined with the kick, Figure 29. The surface base531
RMS pressures coupled with the two-point correlation indicate532
that the near wake large scale turbulent motion is reduced when533
B C
Figure 28: Schematic overview of the wake twisting
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using extensions at yaw.
(a) A - Baseline (b) B - Ext. smooth (c) C - Ext. with kick
−2.5 0 2.5 ·10
−4
C2P [-]
Figure 29: Two-point correlation CCP ,CP (xA, xB)
534
At yaw, the shear layer mode is shifted to one side of the vehi-535
cle. Figure 30 shows the shear layer mode, mode one, for con-536
figuration A from the top where the shear layer mode on the537
windward side can be seen. This is similar for the other config-538
urations. The anti-symmetric modes are not as pronounced in539
the yawed case and are only seen in the higher mode numbers,540
above five.
Figure 30: Configuration A. First POD mode, top view
541
At 0°-yaw each anti-symmetric mode was accompanied with542
a low frequency peak. A low frequency peak has previously543
been linked to a pumping mode [13], this modal shape was not544
found for the first ten modes at 0°-yaw. At yaw, the fifth mode545
for the configuration A indicates such a pumping mode with a546
peak frequency in the PSD at St = 0.01. The pumping mode547
is shown on the centerline, y-normal plane, in Figure 31 where548
a large positively correlated area can be seen on the top part of549
the wake. The low frequency peak can be seen in the average550
of the first five modes, Figure 32. The pumping mode was not551
found in the first ten modes for the other configurations at yaw.552
It should be noted that the current modal investigation was
Figure 31: Configuration A. Fifth POD mode. Pumping mode, side
view
553
done on the vehicle base and in three planes which means that554
the extracted modes and relative modal energy could change555
if a larger volume was included. The normalised energy for556
the largest modes is larger when at yaw which can be seen by557
comparing Figure 20 and 33. It’s interesting to note that the558
available kinetic energy in the freestream is the same for both559
flow conditions, it’s only the incoming flow angle which differs.560
The modal energy is especially large for the high energy modes561
associated with the windward shear layer when at yaw.562
The peak frequency of the shear layer modes was reduced when563
adding a kick, compared to smooth extensions or no extensions.564
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Figure 32: PSD of POD coefficients averaged over 10 largest POD
modes
The peak frequency of the shear layer modes was reduced from565
Strouhal number 0.38 to 0.32 for when adding the kick.566
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Figure 33: Normalised energy of 50 largest modes
5 Concluding remarks567
Tapered rear end extensions with and without a kick were nu-568
merically investigated for straight and yawed flow conditions,569
representing a constant side wind. The main conclusions of this570
study are presented next.571
• Wall normal recirculating flow angle and large negative572
longitudinal velocity were found for the lowest drag con-573
figurations with and without side wind.574
• The base pressure recovery is improved when using exten-575
sions with a kick at yaw, especially on the windward side.576
• The extensions reduce the RMS pressure fluctuations at577
the impingement location of the recirculating flow.578
• Extensions with a kick reduce a large scale twisting mo-579
tion present in the baseline and smooth extensions for the580
investigated 2.5°- and 5°-yaw.581
• Modal analysis revealed strong anti-symmetric modes for582
the smooth extensions at 0°-yaw. The modes could not583
be linked to drag alone; however, indications of potential584
improvement areas were found.585
• The peak frequency of the shear layer modes was reduced586
from Strouhal number 0.38 to 0.32 when adding a kick587
compared to smooth extensions or no extensions.588
• The modal energy in the POD modes increased when at589
yaw, despite the available kinetic energy being the same.590
• The anti-symmetric modes were reduced at yaw for all con-591
figurations.592
Further, the two-point correlation combined with RMS base593
pressure indicate that the smooth extensions in straight flow594
reduce the near wake turbulence as well as contribute to a co-595
herent side to side motion. At yaw, the coherent motion is596
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not as pronounced; however, the correlated areas are reduced597
when using extensions, suggesting a reduction in the near wake598
turbulent structures.599
The crossflow drag term in the local drag equation, eq. (4), can600
give an indication of potential improvement areas as was seen601
for the 5°-yaw case. However, misleading results were observed602
when comparing qualitative and integral results at 0°-yaw. It603
is recommended that the local drag equation, eq. (4), be solved604
for in its expanded form, eq. (5), i.e. without the Vy and Vz605
components. The crossflow drag term could be regarded as a606
quantity separate from local drag.607
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